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even with today’s technology, the small details of a well-composed photograph can be almost impossible to capture in a photo. by simply using
photokit color, you can quickly and easily apply new colors to your image — even as you are capturing it — without the need to change settings

in your camera. it’s as easy as pressing a button! and no additional hardware is needed. simply upload your images to the photokit color
website, and they will automatically be processed and corrected. you can also access photokit color through photoshop(r) using the pixelgenius
plug-in control panel. the plug-in operates like a set of intelligent “hot keys” that are perfect for moving, rotating and adjusting colors. for those

media professionals using digital still cameras (dscs) for photo, video and web content, photokit color also offers precise and sophisticated
color management. by comparing your camera’s captured color to a digital display like your computer monitor, photokit color also allows you
to precisely calibrate the monitor for print or film. using advanced algorithms, photokit color allows you to determine how much the screen is
going to be de-saturated when printing from a dsc, and how to adjust the color balance in dsc raw files to mimic the unique characteristics of

silver gelatin prints. photokit color can even analyze the format of your film, determine the color ranges that are available on the film and
automatically adjust the exposure settings to match the specific film. what’s more, with photokit color you can even be connected to a film

scanner for automatic film de-saturation.
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to say the least, the new photoshop
cs3 is a dream for creatives who are
also digital photographers. but while
the new designer version has a lot to
offer to the typical user, it’s features
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in the photoshop extended edition
can produce a simple yet very

sophisticated file. the photoshop
extended editions contains quite a
few features that can offer some

very intriguing workflow implications
for the photographer who wants to
be in the middle of both worlds. in
this tutorial, we’ll be using one of
these features and help you get a
simple shot. the creative team at

pixelgenius has done the most
amazing thing: they have made the
photokit ui and features really easy
to use for people who want to make
adjustments to their photos without
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having to learn a whole new set of
commands! whether you’re a novice
or an advanced user, photokit is the
most powerful image-editing suite

available, featuring the latest in non-
destructive editing technology, the

most powerful raw image conversion
engine, powerful new image

management features, and much
more. premium: photokit plus and
photokit sharpener. check out the

slider at the bottom of the trailer for
a little sneak peek of what’s to

come. it’s only $9.95! (they’re sold
out at the moment but will be

available again in the coming days)
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the complete collection of 35
industry-leading presets that are

designed to help photographers get
a custom look for their photos

without leaving photoshop. all of our
preset images have been optimized
to provide consistent quality on all
popular cameras, including the 5d,

5dmkii, 1dmkii, 7d, 7dmki, and
7dmkii, offering great results for

today’s high resolution digital
cameras. get the look and feel you
want without the hassle of actually

using photoshop to edit your photos.
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